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Left: Jun Kaneko, Untitled, 2016, Ceramic, H38 × W29 × D15.9 cm, ref. kkj160401-19
Right: Kazuhito Kawai, Art Tower Mito, 2020, Ceramic, H29.5 × W28 × D36 cm, ref. kawakt0058
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Kimiyo Mishima, Paper Bag 74-2~15, 1974, Ceramic, ref. mishkm0087

Left: Yoon Heechang, Kamogawa River #1329, 2018, Fired sand, ceramic powder, H59 × W48 × D2.4 cm, ref.
heecyn0092-1329
Right: Ishii Toru, BIJINGA I, 2016, Itome Yuzen dyeing on silk, foil, wooden panel, H80 × W80 × D3 cm, ref.
ishitr0015

Press Release
Sokyo Lisbon is pleased to announce Landscapes: a journey through tactile landscapes,
showing works from five different contemporary artists: Jun Kaneko, Kazuhito Kawai,
Kimiyo Mishima, Toru Ishii and Yoon Heechang.
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For centuries, Japanese people have admired the unique surfaces and shapes of tea
bowls and other ceramic objects. They look not only at the colors, sheen or markings
resulting from long kiln firings, but also at the places where thick or thin slips and glazes
run and pool on the surfaces, creating impressions of mountains, rivers or crevices, as if
natural landscapes. Sometimes the surfaces are ultra-smooth where winds seem to have
blown away the sand, other times, plump vegetal forms give the suggestion of plants and
forests. Sometimes heat cracks the clay body of a piece or impurities explode on its
surface, creating even more the appearances of rocks or rough terrain.
"Landscapes" are called keshiki in Japanese. The appreciation for the tactile qualities of
surfaces, shapes and markings – the broader usage of the word keshiki – can be carried
over to other objects, including even fabrics. In Landscapes we invite the visitor to
discover a wide range of forms and textures – tactile landscapes – in different colors,
mediums and dimensions.
Jun Kaneko sometimes plays with geometric forms that appear attached in unexpected
positions. His strongly rounded ceramic pieces characteristically have translucent glazes
that freely run and drip over the surfaces, contrasting color and rhythmical motifs and
patterns.
Meanwhile, Kazuhito Kawai takes advantage of palpable vegetal shapes and extreme
color glazes that sprout and overflow on the surface of the ceramic vessel, resulting in
uncontained, playful, tempting and sometimes even grotesque artworks. Kawai’s
conceptual approach urges life forms out of clay in a multi-layered expression.
Throughout Kimiyo Mishima’s artistic career she has been producing assemblages
with a wide range of different ‘garbage-themed’ and recycled materials that vary
amazingly in size and style. Knowing that ceramic would break if it were dropped, her
radical concept in the work presented is to startle the viewer by making an assemblage of
smooth tan “used” paper bags but out of clay. Fragile and easily broken, not light weight
and burnable – confronted with this contradictory artwork, what actually is our reality?
And what is our wasteful dismissal of the earth’s resources as “garbage?”
Toru Ishii’s work displays both traditional and contemporary references. The artist
specializes in the century’s old Japanese technique of Yuzen dyeing, where the direct
application of dyes creates often complex textile paintings. In one of the works shown, we
see a cartographic urban landscape overlayed with prismatic lines and superimposed
with varied pale and feminine lace-like shapes. City life is represented in silver and steel
colors with intensity and rhyming. Two other works with yuzen pigment dyes add
sophisticated small collage like square motifs or strips of decoration to beautiful golden
brown silk backgrounds.
In a different approach, Yoon Heechang’s nearly monochromatic ceramic powder
paintings flow beyond the constraints of the surface frame. Heechang gathers natural
materials of sand and soil and fires them at high temperatures into ceramic, which he
then pulverizes to produce tiny shavings or particles of ceramic material that make the
pigments applied with an adhesive binder to his paintings. The surface has a slight
grittiness that catches the light. Meanwhile the subtly different shades of flowing bands
spread across the works to invite quiet contemplation.

About the artists
Jun KANEKO was born in 1942 in Nagoya, Japan. He has pursued a dynamic and
varied studio practice in painting, sculpture, ceramic and installation since studying in Los
Angeles in the ‘60s. Based in Omaha, USA since 1986, his work appears in numerous
international and Japanese solo and group exhibitions and is included in more than eighty
museum collections.
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Kazuhito KAWAI was born in 1984 in Kasama, Ibaraki Prefecture. He studied
contemporary art at Chelsea College of Art, University of the Arts, London. He graduated
from the Ibaraki Prefectural Kasama Ceramic College in 2006 and currently lives and
works in Kasama City. His conceptual approach and clay-inspired forms are not
functional ceramics, nor do they have a specific purpose, but they are subtly not simple
sculpture either, since the forms develop out of a primary focus as "vessels.”
Kimiyo MISHIMA was born in Juso, Osaka in 1932. Mishima's work have attracted
attention both at home and abroad. In Japan, she received the Mainichi Art Award this
year, following last year's commendation award from Commissioner for Cultural Affairs.
Her works are in the collections of major museums such as M+ in Hong Kong, Centre
Pompidou in Paris, The British Museum, and The Art Institute of Chicago, in the US.
Toru ISHII was born in 1981 in Shizuoka, Japan. The artist has a Ph.D. in Textile Arts
from the Tokyo University of Arts. Ishii has exhibited extensively both in solo and group
shows in Japan and internationally and his work is represented in the permanent
collections of Tokyo University of the Arts Museum, Japan; Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, UK; Morikami Museum, Miami, USA. Awards and grants include the Doctoral
Program Final Exhibition Nomura Art Prize, the Yoshino Gypsum Art Foundation Grant,
the Mitsubishi Corporation Art Gate Program Grant, and the Ise Cultural
Foundation Exhibition, David Solo Award.
Yoon HEECHANG was born in 1963 in Hyogo, Japan. He graduated in 1986 from Tokyo
Zokei University and after receiving his masters at the Tama Art University, Tokyo, in
1988, he spent a year in the U.K. under the Agency for Cultural Affairs Overseas Study
Program for Artists. He conducted research at the British Museum under the Special
Training Program. He is currently a professor at the Department of Crafts, Faculty of Art
and Design, Tama Art University. Major collections include the Terada Collection; Tokyo
Opera City Art Gallery; Ceramic Museum of Ibaraki.

About Sokyo Lisbon
Sokyo Lisbon is a contemporary art and ceramics gallery based in Portugal in partnership
with Sokyo Gallery, Kyoto, Japan. Sokyo Lisbon’s aim is to present the highest quality of
contemporary Japanese ceramics and works of art to a European audience including
works by artists such as Machiko Hashimoto, Mishima Kimiyo, Osamu Kojima, Moriyasu
Kimura, Toshio Matsui, Eiko Kishi, Toru Ishii and Satoru Hoshino, among others.
Atsumi Fujita is the Director of Sokyo Lisbon, Sokyo Gallery and Sokyo Annex in Kyoto,
and Sokyo Atsumi, in Tokyo. Founded in 2013, Sokyo Gallery represents over thirty
artists working in ceramics, painting lacquer, textiles, glass and metal. The gallery
participates regularly in international art fairs such as Artissima, ART021, Collect London,
Dangdai, Design Basel, TEFAF Maastricht. Sokyo Gallery works closely with prestigious
museums and institutions worldwide.
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For further information please contact:
Helena Salgueiro
Email: helena.salgueiro@sokyolisbon.com
tel: (+351) 925 552 534
www.sokyolisbon.com
Instagram: @sokyolisbon

